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ABSTRACT High-resolution remote sensing image object detection plays an increasingly important role in
image processing and interpretation. The application of region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN)
greatly enhances the performance of object detection. However, the attributes of remote sensing images
such as overlarge image size, similar background, disequilibrium distribution of categories make this task
more challenging. The previous works have focused on extracting multi-scale features of region proposals,
often ignoring the quality of region of interest (ROI). In this work, we proposed a patch-based three-stage
aggregation network (PTAN) for object detection in high-resolution remote sensing images. It consists of
a three-stage cascade structure that sequentially improves the quality of candidate regions by increasing
the IoU threshold stage by stage, and adopts a resampling strategy to obtain sufficient region proposals.
At the same time, we also proposed patch-based strategy and applied it to the framework during training
and inference. Ablation experiments and comprehensive evaluations on a communal remote sensing image
object detection dataset DOTA demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed framework,
which obtained a mean average precision (mAP) value of 0.7958 on validation dataset and a front-rank mAP
of 0.7858 on testing dataset. On another remote sensing image object detection dataset NWPU VHR-10,
the proposed PTAN obtained a mAP value of 0.9187, outperforming other five object detectors.

INDEX TERMS High-resolution remote sensing image, object detection, cascade network, aggregation
structure, region proposal quality.

I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection in high resolution remote sensing image is a
core issue of image analysis and interpretation, which mainly
includes two tasks: classification and regression [1]. The
classification task labels the category of each predicted object
while the regression task locates the coordinates of objects
in the image [2]. In recent years, as a rapidly developing
machine learning method in the environment of big data
and high-performance computing, deep learning technol-
ogy shows the attributes of the powerful ability for fea-
ture extraction and expression. It has been widely applied
in the fields of natural image scene classification, semantic
segmentation, object detection [3]–[5]. Convolutional neural
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network (CNN) is a kind of feedforward neural network that
contains convolutional computation with deep structure. It is
one of the representative algorithms of deep learning. CNN
extracts the deep features of the input image layer by layer,
possessing the attributes of local receptive fields, shared
weights, and pooling [6]. Therefore, how to apply CNN to
remote sensing image object detection has attracted more and
more attention.

In the field of natural image processing, the application
of CNN has greatly improved the performance of object
detection, and many outstanding algorithms have emerged.
These methods are mainly divided into the region-based
methods and the region-free methods [7]. The region-based
methods [8]–[11] consist of two stages: candidate region
generation, precise object classification and location. They
first adopt region proposal algorithms to generate a mass of
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candidate boxes, labeling as positive and negative samples.
Then these class-agnostic candidate regions are sent to sub-
sequent detectors for accurate classification and position-
ing. These methods possess higher detection accuracy but
slower speed. The region-free methods [12]–[14] consider
object detection as a regression problem, they do not generate
region proposals but predict the class confidence and coor-
dinates directly. They greatly improve the detection speed,
although damaging some precision. Object detection in natu-
ral image has made significant progress, however, compared
with natural images, remote sensing images show the follow-
ing attributes [15], which make the classical object detection
algorithms inapplicable to remote sensing images:

1) Overlarge image size. The size of remote sensing image
may larger than 10,000 pixels, making processing more
time-consuming and memory-consuming.

2) Disequilibrium distribution of target size and quantity
between different categories. In remote sensing images,
some objects densely appear such as ships while some
objects scatteredly appear such as ground track fields.
Meanwhile, the size of these two categories are not of
the same magnitude.

3) Imaging perspective. Remote sensing images are obtai-
ned by satellite-borne or space-borne sensors from
a top-down view, hence they easily influenced by
weather and illumination conditions. Besides, the occ-
lusion, shadow, semblable background and border
sharpness factors also affect remote sensing images.

In order to address the aforementioned problems, numer-
ous remote sensing image object detection algorithms have
been proposed. Guo et al. [2] presented a unified multi-scale
CNN, the base network can produce feature maps with dif-
ferent receptive fields to be responsible for objects with dif-
ferent scales. Zhang et al. [16] proposed a hierarchical robust
CNN, which first adopts multi-scale convolutional features to
represent the hierarchical spatial semantic information, then
multiple fully connected layer features are stacked together
to enhance the detection performance. Zhang et al. [17] uti-
lizes inherent multi-scale pyramidal features and combines
the strong-semantic, coarse-resolution features and the weak-
semantic, high-resolution features simultaneously for remote
sensing image object detection.

The above algorithms aim to explore the effectiveness
of multi-scale features and achieve benign results, but they
ignore the fact that in object detection issues, the higher the
intersection over union (IoU) between the candidate boxes
obtained by region proposal algorithm and ground truth,
the higher the accuracy of detection results obtained by the
detector [18]. The IoU threshold is used to label whether a
sample is positive or negative. Obviously, when the threshold
value u of positive samples is higher, the detector has a
stronger ability to distinguish positive samples from negative
samples, so the detection performance will be better. There-
fore, the starting point of this work is to obtain positive can-
didate boxes with higher IoU threshold and keep the quantity
sufficient at the same time

To obtain sufficient positive region proposals with high
IoU threshold, and achieve high precision remote sensing
image object detection, we propose an end-to-end frame-
work, namely, Patch-based Three-stage Aggregation Net-
work (PTAN) in this work. It first adopts the region proposal
network (RPN) [10] to generate numerous candidate boxes,
and then obtain positive samples with high IoU threshold
through a three-stage aggregation network. Finally, these pos-
itive samples are sent to the subsequent detectors to achieve
accurate object detection. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:

1) We propose an effective three-stage aggregation net-
work. During training, the proposed PTAN takes the
region proposals with lower IoU threshold as input
and outputs region proposals with higher IoU threshold
at each stage, while the number of candidate boxes
remained unchanged.

2) During inference, we also adopt three-stage cascade
structure. The quality of the region proposals are
sequentially improved.

3) Considering the overlarge size of remote sensing
image, we divided the image into patches with a certain
degree of overlap both during training and inference.
The patch-based mechanism can effectively improve
the performance of object detection.

The ablation experiments were conducted on two remote
sensing image object detection datasets DOTA [19] and
NWPU VHR-10 [20]. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II introduces works related to this paper.
Section III expounds the proposed framework in detail.
Section IV elaborates the experimental data, evaluation cri-
teria, settings and ablation experiments. Finally, the conclu-
sions are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS
We adopt region-based object detection method as our infras-
tructure. In this section, we first describe the workflow
of region-based method, and then analyze the influence of
IoU threshold value of region proposals in object detection
task.

A. REGION-BASED OBJECT DETECTION METHODS
The region-based methods, including R-CNN [8], SPP-
Net [21], Fast R-CNN [9], Faster R-CNN [10], FPN [11]
and Cascade R-CNN [18], first generate abundant candidate
boxes by region proposal algorithms [10], [22], [23]. These
candidate boxes are labeled as positive or negative samples
according to their IoU value with corresponding ground truth.
They are sent to the subsequent detector, which employs
CNN for feature extraction and perform refined category
classification and coordinate regression.

Faster R-CNN [10] integrates the above steps into a unified
framework and realizes end-to-end object detection. It con-
sists of two modules, namely, RPN and Fast R-CNN, and
they share convolutional features. The general technological
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FIGURE 1. The architecture of Faster R-CNN, which consists of RPN and
Fast R-CNN modules. These two modules share convolutional features to
realize end-to-end object detection.

process of Faster R-CNN is shown in Figure 1. For a given
image, the shared convolutional layers are utilized to extract
features. The class-agnostic candidate regions with fixed
scales and aspect ratios are obtained at each location on
the last convolutional layer, also known as ‘‘anchor’’. The
mapped anchors can traverse every corner of the original
image thus getting abundant region proposals. The positive
and negative samples are selected by calculating the IoU
thresholds between these candidate regions and the ground
truth, and they are sent to Fast R-CNN [9] for further
object detection. The shared convolution attribute of Faster
R-CNN greatly speeds up the object detection, thus achieving
real-time process.

B. THE INFLUENCE OF IoU THRESHOLD BETWEEN
REGION PROPOSAL AND GROUND-TRUTH
In the object detection task, how to efficiently extract the
features from region proposal is of great significance. In the
previous remote sensing image object detection works [17],
[24], [25], the focuses are to extract multi-scale or cross-scale
features, and try to adopt syncretic features to extract the
object. One thing we all know is that the positive samples
of higher IoU threshold value with ground-truth are send into
the object detector, the higher the final detection accuracy.
In order to balance the quality and quantity of candidate
boxes, the threshold values u is quite loose, typically u= 0.5.
If simply increasing the threshold value, the quality of candi-
date box will be promoted, but the quantity will be reduced at
the same time, which will lead to overfitting problem during
training. Besides, the threshold values used for training are
not exactly the same with those used for inference. We can
not calculate the IoU threshold value because of the lack
of ground truth during inference, so we can only treat all
the region proposals as positive samples, which will bring
about the problem of mismatch. Based on the above analysis,
we constructed a three-stage cascade network with training
sequentially, using the output of one stage to train the next.
[18] has revealed that the output IoU of a regressor is almost
invariably better than the input IoU. Therefore, the focus of
this work is to gradually increase the IoU threshold value
of positive samples while keeping the quantity unchanged,
that is to say, to improve the quality of region proposals and
extract more efficient features for accurate object detection in
remote sensing images.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first elaborate the architecture of the
proposed PTAN in detail, and then introduce how the cas-
cade network works during training and inference. Finally,
a patch-based training and inference strategy is proposed to
enhance the performance of PTAN.

A. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The overview structure of the proposed PTAN is shown
in Figure 2, which is built on the work of Faster R-CNN [10],
consisting of an RPN module and a three-stage aggrega-
tion network module. RPN is a kind of fully convolu-
tional network [26], which can deal with the arbitrary-size
image through the ‘‘anchor’’ mechanism, and numerous
class-agnostic region proposals with an objectness score are
generated. These candidate boxes will be sent to the sub-
sequent detectors for accurate category classification and
coordinate regression.

To improve detection accuracy, in other words, to gen-
erate region proposals of higher overlap with ground truth,
we can sequentially increase the IoU threshold value
stage-by-stage to produce positive samples. The subsequent
detector receives proposals with higher confidence and will
naturally obtain high-precision detection results. As shown
in Figure 2, We first sent the region proposals generated by
RPN into the first-stage regressor, which was provided with
the lowest IoU threshold. After that, the output candidate
boxes obtain larger IoU threshold values than the input candi-
date boxes. We adopt the resampling strategy to select same
number of candidate boxes in the previous stage and sent
them to the next stage. Iterating through this sequence until
the candidate boxes with relatively highest IoU threshold are
used in the third-stage for object detection.

We employ the form similar to Faster R-CNN [10] to
minimize the loss function. The difference is that it relies on a
cascade of specialized regressors, that is, the regressor of the
current state is closely related to the regressor of the previous
stage. For a region proposal x t at t stage, we define its class
label yt as follow:

yt =

{
gyt , IoU (x t , g) ≥ ut

0, otherwise
(1)

where gyt is the class label of the ground truth object g,
ut is the IoU threshold value at stage t . If the IoU between
x t and the corresponding ground truth g is greater than the
specified threshold ut , the region proposal x t is considered an
example of the class. At each stage t , the detector includes a
classifier ht and a regressor ft optimized for IoU threshold ut ,
noting that ut > ut−1. With these analyses, the loss function
at each stage t is defined as:

L(x t , g)=Lcls(ht (x t ), yt )+λ[yt ≥ 1]Lloc(ft (x t , bt ), g)p (2)

where the Lcls item represents the classification loss,
which adopts cross-entropy loss function. ht (x t ) is a
K+1-dimensional (including background) estimate of the
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FIGURE 2. The overview of PTAN, which consists of an RPN module and a three-stage aggregation network module for producing
region proposals with higher IoU threshold.

posterior distribution over classes, which assigns an image
sample x t to one of K+1 classes. yt is the corresponding
class label defined by equation (1). λ is a balancing parameter
while [yt ≥ 1] is the class identification function. Only
samples with class label participate in the calculation of
coordinate regression. We set λ = 1 in this work. The Lloc
item represents regression loss, which adopts a smoothed
L1 loss function as in Fast-RCNN [9]. The task of bounding
box regression is to regress a candidate bounding box bt into
its corresponding ground truth g for a candidate bounding
box x t , utilizing a regressor ft (x t , bt ). Attentionally, a can-
didate box bt can be represented by its upper-left coordinates
(x, y) as well as its width w and height h, formally, bt =
(bx , by, bw, bh). We note that the regressor of the current
state is closely related to the regressor of the previous stage,
thus bt = ft−1(x t−1, bt−1), which guarantees that the net-
work was trained sequentially with increasing IoU thresholds
and enables high quality object detection in remote sensing
images.

B. HOW AGGREGATION NETWORK WORKS DURING
TRAINING AND INFERENCE
RPN generates about 2000 proposals during training, and
these proposals are sent into the first stage of three-stage
aggregation network, which calculates the IoU between each
proposal and corresponding ground truth according to IoU
threshold specified at the current stage. These proposals

are divided into positive samples (foreground) and negative
samples (background), which are sampled so that the ratio
between positive and negative is 1:3, and the total number
of the two is usually 128. After that, the proposals are sent
into RoI Pooling layer for feature extraction and the following
classification and box regression. Through the first stage,
we can obtain the candidate boxes with higher IoU, then we
adopt resampling strategy to adjust the distribution of the
proposals and select the same number of candidate boxes to
send to the next stage for training. Through three stages of
cascading operations, high quality proposals are available for
fine-grained object detection.

We still utilize the same cascading operation during infer-
ence. However, we are unable to calculate the IoU due to the
lack of corresponding ground truth, so we directly sent the
generated region proposals to RoI Pooling layer for process-
ing. Because of our aggregation structure, the quality of the
candidate boxes is sequentially improved, and they are sent
into higher quality detector, thus achieving high precision
object detection.

C. A PATCH-BASED TRAINING AND INFERENCE
MECHANISM
Due to the overlarge size of remote sensing images, semantics
information will be lost if they are directly sent to the network
for processing. Therefore, we adopt patch-based strategy
during training and prediction, and the flowchart is shown
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FIGURE 3. The flowchart of patch-based training and inference strategy.

in Figure 3. Considering the uneven distribution of objects
in remote sensing images and the difference of size between
different categories, we enlarge and shrink remote sensing
images by a factor of 2 and 0.5 respectively. The enlarged
samples enhance the resolution features of the small objects
while the shrunken samples integrally clip the large objects
into a single patch for processing. At the same time, through
such operations we effectively enrich the training samples.
We cropped the set of original images, enlarged images and
shrunken images into patches, and the size of each piece is
1000 × 1000 pixels with an overlap of 500 pixels. Finally,
30,000 samples are randomly selected for training. During the
prediction process, we sliced the test images into patches of
1300×1300 pixels with an overlap of 200 pixels for speeding
up object detection.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASET
We validated the effectiveness of the proposed PTAN frame-
work on DOTA [19] and NWPU VHR-10 [20] datasets.
DOTA consists of 2806 remote sensing images from different
sensors and platforms. Each image ranges in size from 800×
800 to 4000 × 4000 pixels and contains objects of a wide
variety of scales. The composition of DOTA dataset includes
1,411 training images, 458 validation images and 937 test-
ing images. DOTA dataset covers 15 categories, namely,
plane, ship, storage tank, baseball diamond, tennis court,

basketball court, ground track field, harbor, bridge, large
vehicle, small vehicle, helicopter, roundabout, soccer ball
field and swimming pool, with a total of 188,282 annotated
instances. DOTA dataset includes two forms of object detec-
tion. Task 1 adopts an oriented bounding box as ground truth.
Task 2 utilizes a horizontal bounding box as ground truth.
In this work, we only focus on the horizontal bounding box
detection task with the form of (xmin, ymin, xmax , ymax).

The NWPU VHR-10 dataset is a multi-class, multi-source
and multi-resolution remote sensing image object detec-
tion dataset. It contains a total of 800 images covering
10 categories, namely, airplane, ship, storage tank, baseball
diamond, tennis court, basketball court, ground track field,
harbor, bridge and vehicle. The average image size of NWPU
VHR-10 dataset is about 600 × 800 pixels. We did not
adopt patch-based strategy during training and prediction
on this dataset. The NWPU VHR-10 dataset includes two
subsets, formally, a positive subset with 650 images and a
negative subset with 150 images. Each instance in the positive
subset is manually annotated with horizontal bounding box.
We conducted ablation experiments on the positive subset and
randomly selected 323 images for training and 327 images for
testing.

B. EVALUATION CRITERIA
Weutilized Precision-Recall Curve (PRC) andAverage Preci-
sion (AP) as evaluation criteria in our experiments, which are
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FIGURE 4. The PRC curves of internal ablation experiments.

related to precision metric and recall metric. The precision
metric represents the proportion of the number of correctly
detected objects to the total number of detected objects. The
recall metric represents the proportion of the number of cor-
rectly detected objects to the total number of labeled objects.
The PRC indicates the relationship between the precision
criterion and the recall criterion. For a certain category, whose
detector is considered outstanding if its precision stays high
as recall increases. Average Precision (AP) represents the
averaged precision ranges all recall values with the interval
of [0, 1]. From the perspective of numerical quantification,
AP is equals to the area under the PRC. In general, a splendid
detector is accompanied by a high AP value. Mean average
precision (mAP) is the mean AP over all classes.

C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
During training, the IoU threshold values for each stage are
0.5,0.6 and 0.7, respectively. We selected cascade R-CNN

[18] as the baseline method and ResNet50 as the backbone.
For DOTA dataset, we trained a total of 600k iterations
with a learning rate of 0.0025 for the first 300k itera-
tions, 0.00025 for the next 100k iterations, and 0.000025 for
the remaining 200k iterations. For NWPU VHR-10 dataset,
we trained a total of 6000 iterations and the learning rate
decay strategy is the same as in the DOTA dataset. The
patch-based three-stage aggregation network was trained
by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm with a
mini-batch of 1 image and 128 region proposals in each
iteration. Weight decay and momentum are 0.0001 and
0.9 respectively.

D. ABLATION EXPERIMENTS ON THE DOTA DATASET
We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed network
and the patch-based strategy through two experiments on
the DOAT dataset, namely, internal ablation experiments
and external ablation experiments. The internal ablation
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FIGURE 5. The detection results of PTAN on DOTA dataset.

experiments constantly change the parameters of the frame-
work and compare with the baseline method. The external
ablation experiments compare with state-of-the-art methods.
We note that the contrasted methods are implemented in their
original environments without any additions.

1) INTERNAL ABLATION EXPERIMENTS
We implemented four sets of ablation experiments and the
results are shown in Table 1. We adopted (a), (b), (c), (d)
to represent each method and the bold font to indicate the

highest value in each row. The baseline method in Table 1(a)
is Cascade R-CNN [18]. The numbers 800, 900 and
1000 in 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) respectively represent that we
resized the input image to the corresponding size. Comparing
Table 1(a) with 1(b), (c), (d), we found that the performance
of the proposed framework in this paper is far better than that
of the baseline method and the maximum mAP improvement
can achieve 22.96% (0.5662 to 0.7958), which indicates that
the proposed PTAN is suitable for remote sensing image
object detection. Comparing Table 1(b) with 1(c), (d), we saw
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FIGURE 6. The PRCs of different network structures and IoU threshold strategies on NWPU VHR-10 dataset.

TABLE 1. The AP values of internal ablation experiments.

that as the size of the input sample increases, so does the
detection accuracy. It is worth noting that the accuracy of 1(d)
has been greatly improved, achieving a mAP of 0.7958.
We deem that on the one hand, the input image size increases,
and on the other hand, the image size of 1(d) matches the size
of the sample itself.

The quantified PRCs over four ablation experiments are
plotted in Figure 6. We also visualized some detection results
as shown in Figure 5.

TABLE 2. The AP values of external ablation experiments.

2) EXTERNAL ABLATION EXPERIMENTS
We compared our framework with other region-based object
detection networks mainly including FPN [11] and Cas-
cade R-CNN [18]. We made no additional changes to these
methods and the comparison results are shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 3. Ablation experiments of different network structures and IoU threshold strategies on NWPU VHR-10 dataset.

TABLE 4. Performance comparison with other five remote sensing image object detectors.

The results in Table 2 show that our framework has obtained
an overwhelming advantage, which once again proves that
the proposed framework and strategy are suitable for remote
sensing image object detection. We note that we only extract
features on a single feature map. We believe that multi-scale
features fusion like FPN [11] will inevitably improve the
accuracy of object detection, which is also our future research
work.

We also submitted the inference results based on the testing
dataset to DOTA Evaluation Server 1 (Our result is named of
‘‘Sui’’ in Task 2) to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
framework and achieve a front-rank mAP of 0.7858, which
demonstrates that the proposed framework possess outstand-
ing robustness.

E. ABLATION EXPERIMENTS ON THE NWPU
VHR-10 DATASET
To verify the effectiveness of the three-stage aggregation
structure, we designed experiments about different net-
work structures and IoU threshold strategies on the NWPU
VHR-10 dataset. The aggregation structures consist of one
stage and three stages with IoU thresholds ranging from 0.3 to
0.9. The results are shown in Table 3. The highest value in
each row is shown in bold.

As can be seen from Table 3, the results of three-stage
aggregated network are overwhelmingly superior to those of

1(http://captain.whu.edu.cn/DOTAweb/results.html)

the one-stage network on the whole. When using one-stage
network structure, the detection accuracy decreases as the
IoU threshold increasing. This is due to the reduced num-
ber of candidate boxes available for refined detection task.
The three-stage aggregation structure not only improves the
quality of the candidate boxes, but also ensures the quantity
unchanged thus enhancing the detection performance.

In this ablation experiments, the highest mAP of 0.92 was
obtained when the threshold values of the three stages were
0.4, 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. With the same IoU threshold
values of 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 as in Section IV-D, a compa-
rable mAP of 0.9187 was obtained. Besides, too small or
too large IoU threshold values will reduce the accuracy of
detection results. A small IoU threshold value will introduce
low-quality candidate boxes, while a high IoU threshold
value will reduce the number of high-quality candidate boxes.
Therefore, an appropriate IoU threshold interval such as
[0.4, 0.7], can ensure the effectiveness of the detection results
in the three-stage aggregation network. The quantified PRCs
of different network structures and IoU threshold strategies
are plotted in Figure 6.

We also compared the proposed PTAN framework with
other five object detectors including RICNN [20], R-P-
Faster RCNN [15], CBFF-SSD [27], MIF-CNN [28] and
DFCCNN-VGG [29]. These methods were proposed for
remote sensing image object detection. We used the native
results of these methods without any additions. The compar-
ison results are shown in Table 4.
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FIGURE 7. The detection results of PTAN on the NWPU VHR-10 dataset.

It can be seen from the comparison of the six methods
in Table 4 that the proposed PTAN had an advantage in
mAP criterion. Our PTAN also outperformed other object
detectors in five categories including airplane, storage tank,
basketball court, bridge and vehicle. We note that CBFF-SSD
[27] obtained a comparable mAP of 0.9142. However, it used
two feature fusion units and seven feature maps, and analyzed
the calculation of each layer in the framework. These oper-
ations complicated the algorithm. Our PTAN sequentially
improved the quality of candidate regions by increasing the
IoU threshold stage by stage and obtained the highest mAP
value of 0.9187, which demonstrated the effectiveness of the
framework. The visualization results on the NWPU VHR-10
dataset are shown in Figure 7.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed an effective patch-based three-
stage aggregation network for object detection in high res-
olution remote sensing images. It sequentially improves the
quality of the region proposals by increasing the IoU thresh-
old stage by stage to achieve high-precision object detection.
To overcome the size restrictions of the input images, we also
put forward a patch-based strategy. Experimental results
on the DOTA and NWPU VHR-10 datasets attest that the

proposed framework could significantly improve the accu-
racy for the task of remote sensing image object detection.
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